Puzzling cartoon
- The Frog Educational Goals
 Develop the use of the langage associated to spatial relationships
 Develop logic
 Highlight the playful potential of mathematics

Targeted Academic Level
Kindergarten to Grade 2
Mathematical Field
Concerned

Key Features of the Targeted Competency
 To define the elements of the mathematical situation
 To mobilize and apply concepts and processes appropriate to the given
situation

Suggested Teaching
Formula

 To justify actions or statements by referring to mathematical concepts and
processes

Time Required
Approximately 30 minutes

Concepts Used
 Logic
 Geometry (space)

Materials
 Video of the puzzle
 Pencils
 Several copies of Appendix 1
 Written copies of the puzzle (optional)

www.amazingmaths.ulaval.ca

Suggested Process
Step 1: Introduction (3 minutes)
Present the video of the puzzle a first time (www.amazingmaths.ulaval.ca), then present the PowerPoint
document “The Frog” in order to show the frog’s constraints.
Take the opportunity to ask questions to the students about these constraints:
 Can the frog jump over a stone?
 Can the frog jump diagonally?
 Can the frog go back on a stone on which it already landed?
 Can the frog jump in the water?
Step 2: Finding the solution (15 minutes)
Place the students in teams of 4 so they can try to find the solution. Encourage them to use the
information given by the puzzle to bring out the logic and find the right path. Suggest to them to draw on
Appendix 1 the different paths that they find. This way, they will be able to see the progress of their
thought process. Give some reminders so they keep in mind the constraints set by the toad concerning
the movements.
Step 3: Reveal the solution (10 minutes)
Refer to the Explanation Sheet for the puzzle “The Frog”. Use the blank chart in the PowerPoint document
and invite a student to the interactive whiteboard to explain his thought process to the class. Complete
the student’s explanation. Ask another student to present a different solution (the opposite path).
Complete the student’s explanation by pointing out that both solutions are identical even if the frog moves
in an opposite direction.
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